INTRODUCTION: We have constructed two COMSOL models: a simple heat pipe model in wet (boiling) sediment and a more complex model of a cooling basaltic sill in wet (cool) sediment. Field observations suggest that two-phase "heat pipe" processes are active around magmatic intrusions. We are numerically testing the viability of this process around a volcanic sill, embedded in wet sediment. The model focuses on the heat transported by water in the vapor and liquid states as it moves through the pores of the silt.

Figure 1. Basaltic sill (Priest Rapids Basalt, 14.5 m.a.) intruded into soft, wet sediments beneath Miocene Clarkia Lake, Idaho

RESULTS: COMSOL: Either no heat pipe develops at all, or we see violent shocks within heat pipe area. We surmise these effects are most likely due to varying CP, K and rho as a function of temperature

C#: Smooth transitions develop between the heat pipe area and other areas.

Figure 3. Simple heat pipe model. Panel a) COMSOL and b) C# model. Note the much shorter (and experimentally supported) heat pipe length in b). Both runs were for identical conditions.

CONCLUSIONS: Because the initial COMSOL runs did not converge onto physically plausible results, we also solved the problem using a home-grown finite-volume model written in C#. Those results appear more reasonable and we continue to investigate how we can achieve similar results with COMSOL.
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Figure 4. Lava cooling model. Panel a) COMSOL and b) C# model. In a) no heat pipe developed. The results in b) show the development of a heat pipe and are supported by Udell’s results. Both runs were for identical conditions.